FACILITIES ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE

Authority: A recognized subcommittee of EMCC

Responsibilities: Review and recommend to EMS and EMCC critical care plans including transfer agreements and paramedic receiving agreements; facility categorization; and audit and evaluation of facility services.

ADVISORY GROUP REPRESENTATIVES TO FAC

TRAUMA CENTER CHIEFS
BH ADMINISTRATORS
PRC HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATORS
BH PHYSICIAN DIRECTORS
OCMA REPRESENTATIVES:
  • ED Physician Director*
  • Emergency Physician*

ED NURSE SUPERVISORS
BASE HOSPITAL COORDINATORS
TRAUMA NURSE COORDINATORS
FIRE PARAMEDICS
MANAGED CARE EMG. PHYS.

*OCMA recommends six voting members from six specialties
(e.g., emergency medicine, neurosurgery, orthopedic surgery, general surgery, internal medicine.)

(Each member shall have one vote)

Lines of Authority
Lines of Communication to specify advisory group

Approved: